Home Use Training and Certification
Biofeedback equipment can be sent home with clients or purchased for home use so they can
practice at home and thus speed up the treatment process. Adverse reactions to biofeedback
training are overall rare, and when they occur they are relatively transient or readily dealt with
by competent practitioners (Hammond, 2001; Schwartz & Schwartz, 1995). How can a home
practitioner deal with an adverse reaction if the practitioner is not available? Vaso-Vagal
Syncope can be very dangerous. Relaxation induced anxiety is reported to occur in up to 40% of
individuals getting some form of relaxation training and the anxiety may be a sign of underlying
pathology (Smith, 1985). Theta training can reportedly induce both seizures and extremely
traumatic material (Stockdale & Hoffman, 2001), or even depression (Nash, 2001). Theta
training can occur as a result of direct training using EEG biofeedback or it can occur as a result
of deep relaxation training via some other mode of biofeedback training.
Clearly, before home training is considered, a home practitioner should have a good base
training from ABC mentors. They should have ruled out a history of seizures, post-traumatic
stress disorder, identity disorders, or other conditions that might result in predictable, adverse
side effects; and should have conducted enough mentor supervised sessions to minimize the
risk of adverse reactions during home training. In addition, informed consent should have been
obtained that indicates that adverse reactions do rarely occur and that if they occur, clients are
to stop the home training and consult with the practitioner to determine the next step or steps
in treatment. Sometimes, reassurance is all that is necessary, and other times, intervention
requires that a practitioner have a good background in psychotherapy. Nash (2001)
recommends that home practitioners unlicensed in a mental health discipline, not provide
treatment for DSM IV diagnostic conditions unless supervised by someone who is so licensed
and thus competent to intervene if and when adverse reactions occur.
The ABC and IMUNE offer training in return for Karma payment. A mentor should be used to
make sure there is a competent use. These home use practitioners should not or do not need to
get a more advanced biofeedback certificate or license. But some training is important.
Get a mentor, take the training, take the tests, and get your home use certificate.
Home use intro http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qxpAa_o0rQ
http://indavideo.hu/video/Home_Use_Intro
http://indavideo.hu/video/IMUNE_Home_use_Certification
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NjFWtqhGb-I

The SCIO, Indigo Plus Pro, Eductor, Nelson 15, Ascelpios, Educator systems are all class 2 medical devices
used for a variety of functions registered in America Europe and around the world. As a class 2 medical
device it should be bought under a prescription of a licensed health care practitioner or biofeedback
professional. Thus a licensed practitioner could prescribe one for a student to learn with, or for an
individual to use for their health care concerns.
The functions on this HOME USE page have been approved for use with the system. There are
spontaneous cures noted by therapists but most clients will need long term exposure to the system to
get results. The system can be rented for home use with a prescription from a licensed health care
practitioner.
These functions listed on this next page are some of the functions that can be prescribed for use at
home. The home use will be limited to only these functions. Your trained therapist will advise you
further on its use.

What happens when you have NO Validation of Alternative Medical Claims

Disclaimer from the Sales People and Manufacturer
We the seller agencies and personnel need you to legally to accept with signature our disclaimer of
medical claim regarding educational and training multi media. The manufacturer and all sales entities
are not responsible for any claims apparent or intuit in the educational multimedia material you will
receive. We give you networks of educational opinions from qualified providers of information to help
teach you on basic leading to advanced training. The contracted providers of information are experts
free to express their experiences of use and practice with the technology. Their opinions are not to be
construed as claim by the manufacturer or any of the sales or distribution entities. I fully understand
THAT NONE of the training books, videos or any multi-media training supplied to the buyer from the
Manufacturer or sales agent is an “Accompanying Item”. All educational items are NOT accompanying
the sale and represent the educational views of IMUNE not necessarily the views of the sales agents.
I the buyer agree to not hold liable the manufacturer or sales or distribution agencies for any statements
made by the providers of information or their educational institutes. I accept the device as is and the
training as is and I will seek proper certification from the manufacturer approved agency the
International Medical University or in America the American Biofeedback Certification Medical Board.
These are the only proper certification agencies fully accredited and manufacturer approved.

Signed _______________________ Date

Independent Educational Training and Service

Here are some of the suggested training videos for you to watch and learn.
http://indavideo.hu/video/What_happens_when_you_have_NO_Validation_of_Alternative_Medical_Cl
aims_2012_from_Medical_Expose

History of IMUNE the International Medical University
How to Get a Diplomat in Biofeedback
Desi return to innocence sing along+ narration
Learning to learn videos
Lesson in Compassion
Understanding the Powers of the Mind
Time to Wake Up original song from Desire' Dubounet
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z78QqXYWkpc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WyLBkp5UAC8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IjMu4K4UNfE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYgV4P3cpLw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nGr7Xo4qkFI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d1XjJhW-58w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZsJCWyd2pA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVbheUWzYp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WY3VXQJ1Mrs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8OMMFxHgU2U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmF_4mEvFrs

EVIDENCE BASED NATURAL MEDICINE EDUCATION IMUNE
Let's Look into the Future To See Your Present

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S153ovWk2qQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_fXDA2WhCG8

Vaso Vagal Syncope Nervous System Part 1
Nervous system part 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5LqZKhNfjCo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TB6DkyB0ACM

1. SCIO/Indigo/Eductor training
SCIO Training 1.wmv
IMUNE on Allergy
SCIO Training 2.wmv
How to access the SCIO Prescription Home Use program
SCIO Training 7.wmv
SCIO Training 5.wmv
SCIO Training 6.wmv
SCIO Training 8.wmv
SCIO Training 3.wmv
SCIO Training 4.wmv
Indigo Athlete wins gold
Introducing the Eductor
Basic Eductor Training to Teach
BIG with SCIO
BIG on Indigo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2N2vSFsxriY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFId8TLFh30
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zl3nTKqOFsE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1FQbQgjITY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=otn6u-NPVl4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=--5Irnf5Ohw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Qoq7wsq9Ao
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YABmla_rOE4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jrQukPAi_uo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DXa6uNjbYaE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0qKyucKl64
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OopTy8u0vY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQaUhiTrHlA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bnv6ldkbIh0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-fgZwJbxsI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rCTWooT4WA

http://indavideo.hu/video/IMUNE_Quantum_Biofeedback_Therapists_DO_NOT_Diagnose
http://indavideo.hu/video/Indigo_Plus_and_Pro_with_Naration

http://indavideo.hu/video/Stress_Reduction_Biofeedback_Selye_Indigo
http://indavideo.hu/video/INDIGO_Pro_BodyBuilder
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nDAAEhM6p7k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3fIhGNBoV_8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7_gf-fWAvM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KM-18bEBr5Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GBoXyfut-S0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_jAKBSrlMzU
here is access to our vast natural energetic medicine Library
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/
http://indavideo.hu/video/Evidence_Meta_Analysis_of_the_Eductor_SCIO_Technology_with_music

Home Use Certificate
EXAM Questions

Validation, Verification, Substantiation
1. If you want to be a biofeedback technician you should have a legal biofeedback device
T/F
2. If you want to be a biofeedback technician you should have a legal biofeedback software
T/F
3. You do not need to have the real validated software you can lie to yourself and your
patients and use whatever fraudulent shit you want T/F
4. Stories are Validation T/F
5. Testimonials are Verification T/F
6. A really good story is Validation T/F
7. I mean a really really really really good story is Validation T/F
8. If the guy telling the story has on a nice suit then it must be validation T/F
9. If he has a nice suit, a good watch, and a really really good story it is validation T/F
10. A safety test CE mark allows you to make a medical claim T/F
11. Alternative medicine people are above the law T/F
12. The validation process gives official sanction, confirmation, or approval to procedures,
medical devices, documents, etc. T/F
13. Verification is the act of disproving the correctness of systems such as i.e.: software with
internal memory and software expressed as source code? T/F
14. WHPRS is an independent consumer service for medical devices T/F
15. Testimonials document legally that a process or system meets its pre-determined
specifications and quality attributes T/F
16. Stories are valid peer reviewed documentations and prove the efficacy of any product
T/F

http://whprs.org/ http://www.worldhealthproductservice.com/index.html

http://www.medicalexpose.com/

The challenge in today’s market is to substantiate and validate the claims a company uses in the market.
Alternative medicine has long harbored people with vague unverified and often completely fraudulent
claims. Some people feel that all of alternative medicine is fraudulent. It must be pointed out that most
of alternative medicine is not properly validated. It is the job of alternative medicine people to band
together and develop criteria for validation and a system to rate the claims made by a company and
publically present this rating in a fashion to be used to defend these claims in the market place. To this
end the World Health Professional Rating System (WHPRS) has been developed. Here is a basic simple
outline for the rating system.

Laws and Regulations
1. I understand the platinum rating of the World Health Products Rating Service T/F
2. WHPRS rating -1 is Fraudulent or stolen technology that only appears to do what it says
they do. T/F
3. WHPRS rating 0 is Divination techniques using the human subtle muscle control of the
therapist, like muscle testing for remedies, or point probes, these are considered by the
law to be fraudulent T/F
4. WHPRS rating 1= MAGICAL THINKING SCIENCE- here pseudo-science, unproven theories, or
futuristic notions that might be proven correct in the future are used to market a
device/product. Schuman wave generators, diodes for radiation diversion are examples. T/F
5. WHPRS rating 2= SCIENTIFIC THEORY- here true accepted science is used to explain how the
device/product works but there is no real validation, verification or proof that it works. T/F
6. WHPRS rating 3 = SCIENCE + DEVICE STUDIES- here the device/product is bench tested for
performance specs and compared to other devices legally sold in the market. T/F
7. WHPRS rating 4= SCIENCE + DEVICE STUDIES+ SAFETY Registration- here your device is safety
tested to CE standards to prove your device/product is safe to market. T/F

8. WHPRS rating 5= SCIENCE + DEVICE STUDIES+ SAFETY Registration+ MEDICAL CLAIM
Registration- here your device/product is proven safe, and effective for medical uses in the
claims you specify in your registration. T/F
9. WHPRS rating 6= TESTIMONIALS, STORIES OR clinical studies done by your personal staff.
Proper Ethics Committees and or Institutional Review Boards are needed, as well as informed
consent and full compliance with the Helsinki research accord. T/F
10. WHPRS rating 7= Independent Medically Supervised Studies. Proper Ethics Committees and
or Institutional Review Boards are needed, as well as informed consent and full compliance with
the Helsinki research accord. T/F
11. WHPRS rating 8= Double Blind Independent Medically Supervised Studies. Proper Ethics
Committees and or Institutional Review Boards are needed, as well as informed consent and full
compliance with the Helsinki research accord. Bronze rating. T/F
12. WHPRS rating 9= Medically supervised, independently researched, double blinds, Peer
reviewed medical journal publication that validates to significance the function of your
device/product. 40 patients needed to start significance and a thousand plus for full verification.
Silver Rating. T/F
13. WHPRS rating 10= Taught in accredited medical universities and your device/product
appears or your peer reviewed medical studies are quoted in certified medical textbooks. This
takes a minimum of seven years in peer reviewed medical journals. Gold rating. T/F
14. WHPRS rating 11= European or Governmental Professional Work Qualifications for using the
device. The SCIO is an example of a device that has met each and every criterion on this list to
get a Platinum rating. T/F

15. Only the SCIO, Eductor, Nelson 15, Indigo Plus, Indigo Pro have the full 11 WHPRS
Platinum rating T/F
16. I should check any printed claim with the IMUNE staff to verify if it is legal. T/F

Stress is THE Medical Concern Exam
1. The term “stress”, as it is currently used was coined by Hans Selye in 1936, who defined
it as “the non-specific response of the body to any demand for change”. T/F
2. SCIO/Eductor measure stress responses to stressors T/F
3. Reducing the stressors reduces disease T/F
4. Stress in addition to being itself, was also the cause of itself, and the result of itself T/F
5. Stress had been used for centuries in physics to explain elasticity, the property of a
material that allows it to resume its original size and shape after having been compressed
or stretched by an external force. T/F
6. Stress can be helpful and good when it motivates people to accomplish more. T/F
7. Stress can cause blockages in the body which in turn causes an accumulation of toxins,
which can build up and be the beginning of degenerative diseases. T/F
8. Smoking is stressing the whole body. T/F
9. Excessive exercise can cause cardiovascular stress T/F
10. Malnutrition does not stress the organism T/

SCIO/Indigo/Eductor Training
1. The SOC panel is an additional feature which does not need to be used with every
patient/client. T/F
2. The therapist can always use the devise in subspace and achieve the same results. T/F
3. Voltage, Amperage, Resistance, Hydration, Oxygen, Electron pressure, Cellular vitality
indicate in what state the patient/client’s body is in. T/F
4. The SCIO/Indigo/ Eductor can be directed to perform more detailed analysis of
specific items. T/F
5. The device does not diagnose any issue other than stress. T/F
6. The practitioner has no involvement in the results of the testing. T/F
7. The practitioner may diagnose health issues according to the findings on the device
regardless of his/her qualifications. T/F
8. The practitioner does not need any further education other than the basic course in
how to use to devise. T/F
9. The SCIO provides health and lifestyle information and gives Energetic Therapy for
possible areas of stress. T/F
10. Biofeedback may be used to improve health, performance, and the physiological
changes which often occur in conjunction with changes to thoughts, emotions, and
behavior. T/F
To get your Home Use Certification from the manufacturer, IMUNE and the American
Biofeedback Certification Board please
1. have a mentor supervise your instruction and
2. practicum and
3. take this test,
4. pay for your certificate.
5. Help your family, friends, yourself, others and the planet

Here is the key book for you to use with lay people
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Quantum%20Nutrition%20Homeuse.pdf

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y1eddRzLK-U CPT code SCIO- Indigo Plus and Pro

Only Biofeedback in Alternative Medicine is paid
by Insurance Companys

Here is access to our vast natural energetic medicine Library
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/

You should never make any printed claim for the device. Do NOT say the SCIO, Indigo, Eductor etc cured
me. This is wrong. You might say angioplasty cured me by opening up my heart vessels, but you would
not say “Bobs Angioplasty Machine” cured me. In other words you can reference the technique and you
should NOT advertise the device. The technique is Quantum Biofeedback the devices are from EPFX
SCIO technology. You can refer to the technique of Quantum Biofeedback not the device.

Please check any written adverts with us to see if there is a problem. Be careful with all claims.
If you claim stress reduction can improve you will be safe.

